2007 PIAA District III Girls Team Tennis Results

AA Semi-finals

Wyomissing vs York Catholic
Wyomissing won 3 - 0
#1 Singles: Martha Blakely (WYO) DEF. Angelina Ortenzio 6-0, 6-0
#2 Singles: Ava Spoden (YC) vs Kate Herman 7-6(7-5), DNF
#3 Singles: Rachel Early (WYO) DEF. Sarah Wargo 6-0, 6-0
#1 Doubles: Sarah Lieberman/Katie Ertel (WYO) DEF. Airiana Jones/Erin Holberg 6-1, 6-0, 6-2, 2-6, 0-1 Did Not Finish
#2 Doubles: Kay Woodward/Megan Shadduck (WYO) vs Holly Anderson/Jami Dumler 6-3, 2-3 DNF

Trinity vs ELCO
Trinity won 3 - 2
#1 Singles: Bekah Shanaman (ELCO) DEF. Shannon Crane 7-6(8-6), 6-2
#2 Singles: Kaite Silva (TRIN) DEF. Kim Vo 6-2, 6-1
#3 Singles: Annie Sniscak (TRIN) DEF. Lina Echeverri 6-4, 6-3
#1 Doubles: Amy Kemble/Ellen Harpold ELCO) DEF. Caroline Lauer/Alex Adolph 7-5, 6-2
#2 Doubles: Lindsey Hilton/Kelsey Calaiges (TRIN) DEF. Ashley Davis/Rachel Snyder 6-2, 6-2

AA District Final Match

Wyomissing vs Trinity
Wyomissing won 4-1
#1 Singles: Martha Blakely (WYO) DEF. Shannon Crane 6-0, 6-0
#2 Singles: Kaite Silva (TRIN) DEF. Kate Herman 6-2, 6-0
#3 Singles: Rachel Early (WYO) DEF. Annie Sniscak 6-2, 6-1
#1 Doubles: Sarah Lieberman/Katie Ertel (WYO) DEF. Caroline Lauer/Alex Adolph 6-0, 6-2
#2 Doubles: Kay Woodward/Megan Shadduck (WYO) DEF. Lindsey Hilton, Kelsey Calaiges 6-2, 6-4

AA District Consolation Match

ELCO vs York Catholic
York Catholic won 3-1
#1 Singles: Angelina Ortenzio (YC) DEF. Bekah Shanaman 6-0, 6-0
#2 Singles: Ava Spoden YC DEF. Kim Vo 6-4, 6-4
#3 Singles: Lina Echeverri (ELCO) vs Sarah Wargo 4-6, 6-1, 2-1
#1 Doubles: Amy Kemble/Ellen Harpold (ELCO) DEF. Airiana Jones/Erin Holberg 6-4, 6-3
#2 Doubles: Holly Anderson/Jami Dumler (YC) DEF. Ashley Davis/Rachel Snyder 6-4, 6-3